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Daylight Running Lights LD955 LD955, LD956LD956 and LD957. LD957. 
Mounting instruction.

Thank you  for buying M-Tech Daylight Running Lights. We do our best to make your driving safer 
and more comfortable. The product is made of high quality components to provide  a long and non-
failure use. 
The product is covered by a one year warranty, provided that it is used as intended and according to 
the operating instructions. This DRL model is not compatible with start/stop system and hybrid cars.

Product contents Product contents 

Lamp positioning requirementsLamp positioning requirements

DRL operating principleDRL operating principle

Make sure that the installation position of the lamps conforms to the diagram above.  
To adjust the lamps to the shape of the bumper you can lean the lamp and modify the horizontal 
tilting angle up to 10° . 

Daylight Running Lights turn on and off automatically. 
They start working immediately after turning the ignition 
key and stop working after switching on the dipped-beam 
headlights or after turning off the engine.
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Mounting instructionsMounting instructions

Wiring instructions Wiring instructions 

WarrantyWarranty

NoticesNotices

Before installing the lamps try them in the car. Find the best position for each element. Sometimes 
you will need to cut a slot for the wires or for the lamp. Start by installing the brackets, than lay and 
connect the cables. Check whether the lamps turn on and work properly, finally  fit them in the 
brackets. 

1) Turn off the engine and the headlamps. Remove the battery’s grounding clamp(-).  
     WARNING: Disconnecting the battery can reset the settings of your car radio. WARNING: Disconnecting the battery can reset the settings of your car radio. 
2) Connect the red relay with the alternator, the ignition switch or any other place where 
    the current passes after turning the ignition key.  Thanks to this cable the lamps will turn  
     on automatically.
3) Connect the black relay with the negative pole on the battery. 
4) The white relay should  be connected with the positive pole on parking lamps or  
      low-beam headlamps. It is responsible for turning the DRL lamp off while driving at night.      

The lamps are sold with a 12-month warranty with proof of purchase (receipt or invoice copy).  
The warranty covers manufacturing or material defects (LEDs, control box defects). It does not cover the defects 
resulting in inappropriate use and mechanical damage. 
The purchaser must deliver the defective product at his expense. Manufacturer excludes the 
possibility of reimbursement of assembly and disassembly costs. The warranty period is not extended after re-
placement under warranty.

Do not direct water under pressure directly on the daytime running lights.
Do not use chemicals to clean them, clean with a damp sponge or cloth.
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